Spring 2016
WHAT’S NEW AT CLOVER?
By Carol Porter

Mini Wonder Clips

Clover Needlecraft Inc is pleased to
announce the arrival of Mini Wonder Clips
they are joining our original and Jumbo
Wonder Clip family.
It all started with the original red Wonder
Clip…our lives were changed forever!
This clip was our answer to applying
bindings, holding without shifting the areas
we couldn’t put a pin through or holding
fabrics we did not want to pin.
The applications keep growing and the
demand is strong. With its flat back, scale
guide, grip strength and visibility we all find
reaching for the clip automatic.
That red clip grew into neon green and
then into a collection of assorted colors.
The colors are fun and allow us to be even
more organized!
Our knitting and crochet enthusiasts saw
the value of “clipping” rather than losing
pins in their work and they wanted Wonder
Clips too! Purple Jumbo Wonder Clips
were developed.
We, who also sew and quilt couldn’t let
all the knitters and crocheters have the
exclusive on this Jumbo Wonder Clip, we
needed one of our own. It was then that

***Patent Pending

the green and neon green jumbo’s were
added to the collection.
We rapidly began buying jumbos for
many reasons.
Now we could clip stacks of fabric and
pinch our snack bags closed.
The addition of a hole in the back of the
clip leads us to believe that the clip can
be mounted and small quilts can be hung.
Genius!!
Now, just to cover all the bases, Clover

has developed the Mini Wonder Clip. The
same length as the original Wonder Clip,
but with half the width and a 1/8” tip we can
clip miniature work, difficult curved interior
seams, holds small embellishments while
applying, and so much more.
Easy for our youngest sewist to use as
they begin their sewing journey.
The Mini Wonder Clips are especially a delight to see, hold, and use in fun
assorted colors.

SUPERSIZE 5-IN-1
SLIDING GAUGE
The new Supersize Sliding Gauge is ideal for sewing, quilting, and home décor. A multifunctional 11in. (279.4 mm) slidCONTINUED ON PG 4
ing gauge for easy marking!

Hot Ruler & Iron
Shine Cleaning Pen
Hot Ruler
The Hot Ruler (Art. No 7811) by Joan
Hawley for Clover’s Press Perfect line is the
much-anticipated cousin to our very popular
Hot Hemmer. Ideal for larger measuring
and pressing tasks such as: home dec,
long hems, deep hems, large mitered
corners. Making it perfect for today’s
trends of ruffles, purse straps, pillow
cases, full skirts and more. Unique
non-slip surface helps hold fabric in
place, offering better management
of small hems or when working
with delicate fabrics. The nylon
fiberboard is heat resistant and
can be pressed with a dry or
steam iron. The Hot Ruler is
HOT RULER
ART. NO 7811
2 ½” x 10”, compared to the
Hot Hemmer at 6” x 5”, and
is designed with basic ruler
markings.

Iron Shine Cleaning Pen
Clover’s Iron Shine Cleaning Pen from the Press
Perfect line by Joan Hawley is innovative across
the board. The pen style applicator, scrubby
tip and water-soluble cleaning fluid are a new
approach to easily maintaining a clean iron
with no mess or harsh fumes. The Iron
Shine allows you to control the clean – see
what you are doing, clean the whole iron
or spot clean, safely work with the iron
IRON SHINE
CLEANING
PEN
off. Safe for metal or coated soleplates,
ART. NO 7810
good for multiple cleanings.

Professional Series: “Selling on Purpose”
By Steve Butler
Customers now have more buying choices than ever.
As a business owner, you should always be asking the
question, “Why should someone want do business with me
rather than one of my competitors?”
If you don’t know the answer to that question then it’s
clear that you have not given your customers a compelling
reason to buy from you.
And if they don’t have a compelling to buy from you, they
simply won’t.
You’ve only been hoping that they will find a reason to buy

from you and, as many failed business owners have discovered, hope is not a valid sales strategy.
Strengthen your sales strategy and give customers a
reason to buy from you, find out what customers are really
looking for and discover how current customers can supercharge your marketing plan.
Independent dealers with a clear vision and a well defined
mission can generate profit margins that the big stores can
only dream about.

To sign up email
info@clover-usa.com

Summer 2016
Jumbo Circular Knitting Needles
By Sheila Rolfer
With so many fun new chunky yarns available, these luxurious, colorful, and innovative yarns are great for quick and
easy projects. For beginning knitters garments will grow
quickly and mistakes will soon be spotted!
Super-chunky yarns are great for bulky scarves, cozy
throws and home decorations, fun pillows and puffs.
Clover’s new Jumbo Circular Knitting Needles are ideal
for today’s chunky yarns.
In spite of the large size, bamboo is a very light and
sustainable natural material alleviating any hand fatigue.
The smooth surface between the needle and the cord
insures no snagging and easy stitch glide.

The soft, flexible cord easily holds all the large stitches
in a smooth row.
Clover’s high quality knitting needles are created with the
properties of the finest natural bamboo from Japan and the
long nurtured Clover manufacturing technique.
The new Jumbo Bamboo Circular Needles are the first
bamboo needles to address all your bulky yarn needs.
These circular needles are also perfect for projects that
don't call for joining in the round as the cable holds the
bulky stitches which can get too large for straight needles.
We use our circular needles for all our projects – joined or
not!

JUMBO CIRCULAR KNITTING
NEEDLES

Sizes 17 & 19
24 in, 29 in, & 36 in

JUMBO POINT
PROTECTORS
ART. NO 3112

SUPERSIZE 5-IN-1 SLIDING
GAUGE
Five Uses:

Supersize gauge is ideal
for sewing, quilting, and
home décor.
A multifunctional 11”
sliding gauge for easy
marking.

Hem Gauge

SUPERSIZE 5-IN-1
SLIDING GAUGE
ART. NO 9585

Can be set at 1/8”
(3.2 mm) increments.

Circle Compass

Seam
Allowance Gauge

Note from Nancy

Spacing &
Marking
Buttonholes

On the Road
Do It Yourself..
New Project Sheets:

Bead and Button Show
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
June 9-12

“T” Gauge

The Supersize 5-in1-Sliding Gauge
is the perfect companion to the original
5-in-1 Sliding Gauge. The extra-long
length makes it easy to accurately position
grainlines, measure deep hems, position
trims, create large circles, and measure
distances.

TNNA Summer 2016
Washington DC
June 11-13

Quilt Market Fall
Houston, Texas
October 29-31

Quilt Market Salt Lake City

Knit Today, Wear Tomorrow
Supersize 5-in-1 Sliding Gauge
A Night at the Opera

Booth # 2431
When:
May 20 & 21 from 9:30am-6pm
FREE projects can be found at
www.clover-usa.com

May 22 from 9:30am-4pm

Where:
Salt Palace Convention Center

For more information and
class schedule visit
www.quilts.com

